The King’s (The Cathedral) School
Entrance Examination Practice Question Paper
• The combined Entrance Examination paper is composed of the following
sections;
Verbal Reasoning
Mathematics
English

30 questions (20 minutes)
14 questions (15 minutes)
14 questions (15 minutes)

• The total time for the paper, including reading, is 50 minutes.
• Candidates will be given verbal “start” and “stop” instructions for each
section of the question paper.
• These Entrance Examination papers are provided only as examples of the
format of the test and, as such, we do not provide answers to these.
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The King’s (The Cathedral) School
EXAMPLE Combined Question Paper 01 - 58 questions | 50 minutes
DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO
Write your full name here;
Verbal Reasoning - Question 1 to 30
• For every question there are five answers to choose from; A, B, C, D or E

Mathematics - Questions 31 to 44
• For every question there are four answers to choose from; A, B, C or D.

English - Question 45 to 58
• There is one passage of English on a separate sheet - line numbers are shown to the side of the passage.
• Read the passage, then answer the questions - for every question there are four answers to choose from; A, B, C
or D.

All Questions
• choose the answer that you think is better than the others, and colour in the circle of the appropriate letter on
the answer sheet - here is an example;

• When you are told to begin the test, answer the questions as quickly and carefully as you can
• Start at the beginning, and work your way through - you may do any rough work on your question paper.
• If you try a question, and find you cannot answer it, leave it and go on to the next question.
• Ask a teacher if you need another pencil.
• You must not speak to anyone else except for a teacher.
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Verbal Reasoning Questions
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TURN OVER THE PAGE FOR THE QUESTIONS
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END OF VERBAL REASONING QUESTIONS.
DO NOT TURN OVER THIS PAGE UNTIL YOUR ARE
TOLD TO DO SO.

Maths Questions
31 The temperature in Nuuk, the capital of Greenland, was only 3 degrees early one evening. A few hours later it
was measured as -7 degrees. Which of the following statements is true?
A The temperature had decreased by 7 degrees.
B The temperature had decreased by 10 degrees.
C The temperature had increased by 10 degrees.
D The temperature had decreased by 9 degrees.
32 Which of these is the smallest number exactly divisible by 4, 6 and 8?
A2
B 12
C 24
D 48
33 There are about 7500000 people living In Switzerland. In words this Is
A Seventy-five million
B Seventy-five thousand thousand
C Seven hundred and fifty thousand
D Seven and a half million
34 A minibus holds 14 passengers. A school trip will have 49 passengers. How many minibuses will they need?
A 3½
B4
C3
D 4½
35 Which of the following gives the smallest answer?
A 96 ÷ 2
B 81 - 29
C 34 × 1.5
D 72
36 Look at the number sentence below:
4x14 ~ 8 = Mx3 + 12
If M stands for a whole number, M must have a value of:
A8
B4
C 12
D 14
37 Which of the following numbers has a remainder of 3 when divided by 7
and a remainder of 5 when divided by 8?
A 40
B 65
C 45
D 29
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38 There are 120 pupils at Jump for joy Junior School. Thirty five percent of them walk to school. How many pupils
walk to school?
A 48
B 78
C 36
D 42
39 Put these three measurements in order, with the smallest first and the largest last.
5½ cm, 5.7 cm, 56 mm
A 5½ cm, 56 mm, 5.7 cm
B 5½ cm, 5.7 cm, 56 mm
C 56 mm, 5½ cm, 5.7 cm
D 5.7 cm, 56 mm, 5½ cm
40 Jack tells his teacher that he has thought of a number, trebled it and then added nine. His answer was 63.
What was the number Jack had thought of originally?
A 12
B 24
C 18
D 21
41 The lengths of five pencils are measured. Their mean (average) length is 8cm. If another pencil of length 14 cm
is included, what is the mean length of all six pencils?
A 9cm
B 11cm
C 5.5cm
D 8cm
42 Three numbers A, B and C are as follows;
A Is the size of each angle in an equilateral triangle
B is the size of each angle in a rectangle
C Is the number of degrees in one complete turn
What is the value of C - B + A ?
A 150 degrees
B 390 degrees
C 210 degrees
D 330 degrees
43 Mr Potts has just been to the school summer fair and spent £11.60 on a tray of 40 little yellow plants. How
much did each plant cost?
A 36p
B 29p
C 27p
D 32p
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44 Tina and Saleha collect silver coins for charity. They collect one 50p coin, seven 20p coins, thirteen 10p coins
and nine 5p coins. How much money did they collect altogether?
A £3.55
B £3.65
C £3.75
D None of the above

END OF MATHEMATICS QUESTIONS.
DO NOT TURN OVER THIS PAGE UNTIL YOUR ARE
TOLD TO DO SO.

English Questions
Read the enclosed handout “English Passage - Timur the Great Lame Man” then answer the following questions
on your answer sheets;
45 Alexander believed that Samarkand was
A as beautiful as he had heard
B more beautiful than he had heard
C exactly as people had described it
D not quite as beautiful as he had heard
46 Alexander first saw Samarkand
A over 2500 years ago
B in AD 1370
C in the 4th Century BC
D we are not told in the passage
47 Samarkand is in
A India
B Spain
C China
D Asia
48 Two reasons for Samarkand seeing conquerors were
A its silver and jade
B its silk and spices
C its beauty and its lack of defences
D Its beauty and its position on the Silk Road
49 Tamerlane’s home country was
A China
B Spain
C Turkey
D we are not told in the passage
50 Which of the following expressions is used in the passage to describe Samarkand?
A a rhapsody in blue
B the only one in the universe
C the Milky Way
D wonder of the East
51 All of the following were built by Tamerlane EXCEPT
A palaces
B mosques
C cathedrals
D tombs
52 Which of the following statements Is untrue?
A Timur is buried under a slab of dark-green jade
B Timur Is buried with his sons and grandsons
C Timur is buried with his wife

D Timur built the Gur-Emir Mausoleum as a tomb for his grandson
53 When Tamerlane built the tomb he was
A 35
B 43
C an old man
D 33
54 The inside of the tomb’s dome is
A less beautiful than the outside
B as beautiful as the outside
C more beautiful than the outside
D too dark to estimate its beauty
55 The entrance to the tomb is painted in ail of the following EXCEPT
A red
B green
C yellow
D blue
56 Beneath the dome of the mausoleum lie the tombs of all of the following EXCEPT
A Timur
B his sons
C his favourite wife
D his grandsons
57 When Timur’s coffin was opened, the skeleton was
A in perfect condition except that its nails had worn away
B in perfect condition except that someone had shortened the bones of one leg
C in poor condition
D in perfect condition
58 We are certain that Tamerlane was lame because
A his grandson wrote letters describing his limp
B when his skeleton was found the bones of one leg were shorter than the other
C ancient pictures show one leg shorter than the other
D stories passed down from generation to generation mention this.

END OF QUESTIONS

English Passage - Timur the Great Lame Man
'Everything I have heard about the beauty of Samarkand is correct but actually it is more beautiful than I had
imagined.'
These are the words of Alexander the Great when first he saw this ancient capital of Asia on his march to India in
the fourth century before Christ.
Samarkand is in Central Asia, is over 2,500 years old, and has been called 'the gem of the world', 'the shining point
of the globe', and 'the city of famous shadows'. It has seen many conquerors like Alexander because of its beauty
and its position on the Silk Road. This road was 8,000 miles long and ran from Spain to China. It was used by vast
caravans to bring back silk and spices from China in return for silver and gold.
One of the most terrible of Samarkand's conquerors was Tamerlane or Timur the Great Lame Man (1370-1405).
He was a Turkish warlord who gathered men from all over Asia into one vast army with which he sacked most of
Asia's cities and towns. He chose Samarkand as his capital and brought in artists and workmen who were given
the job of making it the most beautiful city in the world.
Fabulous treasures were taken to the city and magnificent palaces, mosques and tombs were built. One of the
great surviving buildings of Timur's reign is the majestic Gur-Emir Mausoleum. Timur built it as a tomb for his
grandson the Mukhammed-Sultan, who died on a march to Turkey in 1403. The blue fluted dome of the tomb
gleams amid the trees. Its walls are decorated with mosaics in different shades of blue, and the entrance is
painted in white, green, blue, yellow, black and gold. The inside of the dome rivals the outside in its beauty and
blue colour scheme. Beneath it lie the tombs of Timur, his sons and grandsons. Timur's skeleton rests under a
great slab of dark-green jade behind a marble railing.
The graves of Timur and his family were untouched for over five hundred years until, in 1941, they were looked at
by scientists. According to legend Timur was called the 'great lame man', and the watchers waited to see if the
legend was true. When the last shovel of earth was removed from the grave a wooden coffin could be seen. It
was in good condition even though the nails had rusted away. When the boards of the lid were lifted the skeleton
of Timur was revealed for the first time and everyone crowded forward. There were no weapons or armour of any
kind in the coffin. All eyes were now on the skeleton, quickly checking the bones of each leg. Sure enough, one leg
was shorter than the other. Timur had really been lame and the ancient manuscripts had spoken the truth.
Timur's favourite wife, Bibi-Khanym, was not buried with her husband. For her Timur had built what was then the
largest mosque in the Islamic world. Of it was said that 'its dome would have been the only one in the universe,
had not the sky been its replica, and its arch would have been unique had not the Milky Way been its match'.
Unfortunately, the mosque was almost completely destroyed by an earthquake several centuries ago, but the
majestic ruins that still rise above the city like golden rocks manage to give a hint of its former glory.
It seems that the artists and workmen brought to Samarkand by Timur were fascinated by the vivid blueness of its
sky. They took the colour and repeated it in every building so that it shines on the tall stems of the minarets and
on the huge domes of the mosques. These unknown workmen created a rhapsody in blue which the world has
admired for the last five hundred years.
Reginald Hutchinson
We are indebted to Longman Group (UK) Ltd for permission to reproduce this passage which is from Longman
English 2 by R B Heath & T M McSweeney

